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Liberalism and the
Conservative Imagination

JENNIFER BURNS

Over half a century ago, liberals and conservatives skirmished on the
pages of the nation's leading opinion magazines about the definition
of the word conservative. More than mere semantics, the argument

centered on what it meant to be conservative and who would determine
the parameters of conservative identity. Now, revisiting that mid
twentieth-century debate promises to illuminate what it means to be lib
eral, for the conflict highlights core liberal values in the storied time of
liberal dominance. In the 1950S, liberals welcomed conservative social
values but frowned on the accompanying economic ideas. In place of the
conservative emphasis on laissez-faire and business, they defended the
ability ofgovernment action to ameliorate social problems and advanced
a reasoned yet passionate conception of the commOn weal.

Since then, liberal reaction to conservatism has almost entirely re
versed itself. Liberals now share some of conservatives' suspicion of the
federal government. Many gladly embrace the "neoliberal" economic
agenda of fiee trade, low taxes, and low regulation they found so trou
bling at midcentury. And they have become extremely reluctant to credit
conservatives with wisdom or salience in the realm of cultural or reli
gious values. Naturally, much has shified in the United States during the
pi.st fifty-odd years, with the intervening years giving rise to a host of
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moral concerns that were unimaginable before the 1960s. Still, it is
worth revisiting the time when both liberals and conservatives articu
lated a robust set of nonmarket values. Conservatives, through their em
brace of the free market, have weakened their hold on these ideals. Lib
erals, for a variety of reasons, have also let these values lapse into disuse.
The time is ripe for liberals to rediscover and restate the beliefs and pri
orities that animated their first vigorous critique of conservatism. In so
'doing, they may be able to converse more easily with Americans who
both sympathize with the conservative claim to uphold the nation's most
cherished values and are receptive to liberal economic policies.

When self-conscious, articulate, and ambitious "new conservatives"
first appeared in the postwar years, liberals greeted them as valuable con-.
tributors to political and social debate. Reviewing Peter Viereck's Con
servatism Revisited (1949), the book that inaugurated a vogue for co'n
servatism, Dwight Macdonald told readers of the New Republic that the
work was '''useful and clever" and wrote, "the defect of Viereck's book,
curiously enough, is that it is not deeply conservative enough.'" Simi
larly, Arthur Schlesinger Jr. praised Viereck's work in the New York
Times Book Review as "a brilliant political essay."2 Other titles of the
New Conservative movement, such as Clinton Rossiter's Conservatism
in America (1955) and Russell Kirk's The Conservative Mind (r953),
also received a warm reception from liberal reviewers. 3 A flood of arti
cles appeared in liberal opinion magazines appraising and evaluating the
New Conservatism. Although writers not infrequently criticized aspects
of the "conservative revival," the overall reception was respectful and

"... c\'cu welcoming.
Much of this endorsement was instrumental. Liberals had worried for

years about their one-sided dominance of political discourse. In the in
troduction to The Liberal Imagination (1950), now remembered pri
mo"" for its gibe at conservative ideas, Lionel Trilling actually be
mClanled the absence of conservative voices in America. He wrote, "It is.

conducive to the real strength of liberalism that it should occupy the
intellectual field alone.'" Trilling cited John Stuart Mill's engagement

Samuel Taylor Coleridge as a model that liberals should follow.
Wlresltling with the ideas of an opponent would only strengthen liberal
though1t,Trilling argued. Similar intentions were telegraphed by the title

a "950 New York Times article by Schlesinger, "The Need for an In
teilligent Opposition."5

This pragmatic endorsement aside, midcentury liberals also evinced
gelrru.ine appreciation for conservative thought. After the wars, revolu-
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early I960s would Frank Meyer's doctrine of fusion unify traditionalists,
libertarians, and anticommunists under one banner. Before this settle
ment, even the definition of the word conservative was up for grabs. ll

Thus, what liberals praised as conservatism was, in reality, only one part
of the larger coalition that would come to be known as American con
servatism. In fact, liberal affection for traditionalist conservatism, as
showcased by the praise of Viereck, Rossiter, and the other New Con
servatives, was a conscious effort to elevate traditionalism over the lib
ertarianism and crude anticommunism that also vied for the conserva
tive label.

By the mid-I950S, perceptive liberals had begun to sense a genuine
threat in the nascent maJ;riage of libertarianism and traditionalism.
Arthur Schlesinger Jr. was the most prescient. As far back as "950, he
had noticed several variants of conservatism in circulation. Schlesinger
was deeply suspicious of conservative receptivity to business, and he
made the first effort to define "true" conservatism as distinct from the
advocates of laissez-faite. He wrote, "Conservatism is not the private
property of the National Association of Manufacturers. It is not a device
for increasing the short-run security of business. It is rather a profound
sense of national continuity, stretching deep into the past and forward
into the future, and providing a protective membrane for all the people
of society. "12 In Schlesinger's view, conservatism was an organic vision
of society that valued reciprocal obligations, emphasized social and na
tional responsibilities, and was entirely compatible with state-run wel
fare programs. Thus, economic individualists and dedicated opponents
of the New Deal could not justly claim the label of conservative.

.. _. _As different pieces of the future conservative coalition drew closer to
one another, liberal criticism increased, and soon the very definition of
the word conservative became hotly coutested. Like Schlesinger, other
Jiberals began to suspect they were being offered a kind of bait-and
switch ploy. Writing in I953 in the Western Political Quarterly, Brandeis
professor Gordon Lewis noted the many meanings of conservatism and
c"mmented, "The critic of the enterprise may perhaps be pardoned for
suspecting that, when all the sound and fury are over, he is really being
i)ffered nothing much more than the defense of the present order of a
~elf-satisfied and unimaginative American capitalism. "13 Many liberals,
unwilling to let conservatism be so easily redefined, mounted a valiant
effort to distinguish true from false conservatism. Status still cluug to the
word conservatism, so making such an effort seemed worthwhile.

Perhaps the best example of this definitional struggle came in Clinton
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Rossiter's Conservatism in America, which labored to separate false,
lowercase "conservatism" from true, uppercase "Conservatism/' To
Rossiter, Conservatism was an honorable creed descended from Burke
that "accepts and defends the institutious and values of the contempo
rary West." Rossiter styled himself as a Conservative following that def
inition. And he attacked false Ame.rican conservatism as unworthy of the
name, for this conservatism had commined the "chief intellectual sin" of
embracing individualism and "economic Liberalism."" Like Schlesinger
and other liberals, Rossiter was comfortable with the social and cultural
values typically attributed to conservatism but blanched at its economic
agenda. By calling himself a Conservative, Rossiter hoped to carve out a
political position that blended Burkean social values with American re'
alities.

Rossiter's efforts touched off a virulent reaction among other claimants
tq the conservative moniker.,Reviewing Conservatism in America, Ger
hard Niemeyer wrote .sarcastically, "It is once again fashionable to call
oneself a conservative-provided, of course, one does not stray too
from the liberal fold." Niemeyer criticized Rossiter's imprecision in
definitions of conservatism, particularly his failure to understand that
American conservatives were primatily concerned with the dangers
federal bureaucracy. But even he was hesitant about laissez-faire, wrjtiJl"'·
"The alliance is accidental and should not obscure the profound
enees betwe~n conservatism and laissez faire economism." Niemeyer
self was a conservative crusader for small government yet also a critic
capitalism-a seemingly impossible position, which existed for a
moment during the ideological flux of the 1950s. Still, unlike lW'"all>,

Niemeyer did not find laissez-faire odious enough to sever his ties
movement conservatism. IS

For liberals, perhaps the clearest danger signal came in 1955 wit
William F. Buckley's founding of National Review, a magazine that e
bodied both the emerging conservative fusion and the willingness of Co
servatives to stake their claim on the traditional terrain of liberals, t

opinion magazine. The immediate negative reaction to National Revi
showed how deeply liberals rejected conservative economics, even who
welcoming conservatism as a social or political philosophy. This gap '1'/
most obvious in the reaction of Dwight Macdonald. Though Macdq
aId had praised Viereck's traditional conservatism, he had nothing 1:I
derision for National Review's blend of libertatianism, religious tra
tionalism, and anticommunism. He excoriated the magazine as "Se!

bled eggheads on the right," calling it amateurish, dull, lorr"-wi"d,,d,W
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thought consetvatives wete wtong to atgue solely in terms of dollats.
Heckscher sympathized with the idea that an expansive federal bureau
cracy could have a detrimental effect on local communities and the tra
ditions of American life. But conservatives largely ignored this more sub
tle point and attacked centralization in the terms of its economic cost:
"The point was almost never made that the rapid and revolutionary de
velopments in Washington were, in their total impact, a blow against the
free, independent, varied, and self-governing life of the American com
munity. This was the true basis for a conservative critique. Bureaucracy
may have been expensive, but that was not the real ttouble with it."
Though conservatives claimed to be defenders of community, they did
little to develop a positive understanding or defense of it in their work.
Instead, they focused entirely on economic questions, thus confining
their concern to a select segment of the population. But, for Heckscher,
this narrowness belied a fundamental misunderstanding of conservatism,
for "not only is welfare-the welfare of all the citizens-a supreme end
of the government; it is a concept made familiar by the anthors of the
Constitution and basic to every sound conservatism. "24 Here was a bold
and positive statement about the purposes of government that was en
tirely at variance with conservative ideals: government was to maintain
the welfare of all its citizens as its supreme end. This view might have
seemed a basic concept of civic life. But faced with the growing ranks of
opponents who denied and attacked this basic tenet, Heckscher took the
time to elucidate a fundamental liberal belief.

Warming to his theme, Heckscher emphasized how conservatives,
ironically, betrayed their historic toots as they turned against the state in
favor of the free market. According to him, there was a venerable con
servative/Republicantradition, descending from James Madison and con
tinuing thtough the Whig Party, the Homestead Act, and the present
Eisenhower administration, that"had a sttong respect for federal power,
wielded responsibly for a good end. It upheld the states, not as a means
of thwarting national action, but as viable communities where citizens
could be cultivated and loyalties engaged."" Essentially, Heckscher was
arguing for the moral superiority of the East Coast, patrician wing of the
Republican Party, as opposed to the more libertarian factions from rhe
western and Sun Belt states. In 1953, this segment of the Republican Party
remained vigotouS and strong. But as Heckscher and Schlesinger seemed
to intuit, it faced a formidable challenge ftom its own grass toots. Fear
ing that conservatives were abandoning their historic beliefs, Heckscher
felt compelled to reassert the worth of this Republican tradition.
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